Information – Iris training
September 17th to 19th, 2014 in Cologne

Wednesday from 09:00 am to 5:00 pm

- Technical feature (first part)
  - Database
    - Specialities of different database servers
    - Creating tables by script or automatically
    - How to split data
    - Settings
  - Dictionary
  - Options
  - Translation interface
  - New Iris features and updates

Thursday from 09:00 am to 5:00 pm

- Technical feature (second part)
- Advanced coding training (first part)
  - External causes coding and selection of the main injury
  - Complications of surgery
  - Recent updates of the ICD
  - Created and connected codes
- Discussion of coding issues submitted by the participants

Friday from 09:00 am to 3:00 pm

- Advanced coding training (second part)

The training is based on Iris version 4.4.1 and 5.0.
Participation fee:

- For each participant with Support Model 2: 350 €
- For each participant with Support Model 1: 450 €
- For each participant without Support Model: 550 €

Trainers:

- Lars Age Johansson
- Francesco Grippo
- László Pelikan

At the agenda is the topic “discussion of coding issues submitted by the participants”. Please send your coding issues to the Iris-Institute at least two weeks prior to the meeting.